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• Museum quality bikes covering 9 decades…
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memorabilia.
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SHOW ATTENDEES CAN CHECK OUT:

• Presentations from some of the world’s top motorcycle
Adventurist and Touring Experts will be featured daily . . .
including Lisa & Simon Thomas, Alisa Clickenger,
Sam Manicom, Steph Jeavons . . . just to name a few.
• New Exciting Group of Adventurists and Travel Destination
Experts added to the 2018 Feature Area!
• World-Class Motorcycle Tour Companies: Beach’s
Adventures, Edelweiss Bike Travel, Ayres Adventures,
Moto Discovery, and more!
• North America (including Canada and Alaska) and 5 other
Continent Tours covered
• Equipment, Clothing and Gear • Bike Preparation
• Weekend to Multi-Week Tours • Bikes & Equipment
• Packing and Travel Tips
• Travel Destinations

(410) 561-7323

SEE ALL THE NEW 2018
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ANTIQUE

Bike Competiteion
Show on th
East Coast

ONLINE

cycleshow.net

MOTORCYCLES ON DISPLAY

Motorcycles
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FEATURED

EVENTS

We want to list your motorcycle event in DelMarVa, Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia and D.C.
Send the details to mjmpublishing2017@gmail.com and add us to your mailing list.
Event listings are free and may include an online listing. Event details may change so we encourage you to call ahead.
Check out our online calendar at WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM for updates and additional events!
(We reserve the right not to list an event at our discretion, without explanation.)

Timonium Motorcycle Show 2018
Friday, February 9, 2018 - Sunday, February 11, 2018

Every foreign and domestic motorcycle manufacturer available
in USA on display!
100’s of exhibits covering everything in motorcycling!
Huge Custom and Antique Bike Show!
Entertainment and Celebrities!
After Market and Travel & Tour Feature Areas!
After Party and a Whole Lot More!
Maryland State Fairgrounds - Timonium, Maryland, 2200 York RoadTimonium, MARYLAND, 21093
(410) 561-7323, www.cycleshow.net
MOTORCYCLE TIMES WILL HAVE A BOOTH IN THIS SHOW!
STOP BY, SAY HI AND REGISTER FOR FREE GIVEAWAYS

Progressive International Motorcycle Show In Washington D.C.
Friday, February 23, 2018 - Sunday, February 25, 2018

See All The Latest Bikes From All The Major Motorcycle Manufacturers
Ultimate Builder Bike Show, Demos, Entertainment, Celebrity Appearances, 100s of Vendors Walter E.
Washington Convention Center, 801 Mt Vernon Pl NW, Washington, D.C., 20001
www.motorcycleshows.com/city/washington-dc
- fetured events continued next page -
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FEATURED EVENTS - CONTINUED Potomac Vintage Riders’ York Swap Meet
This year’s event will once again be held at the
York Fairgrounds Utz Arena! The show hours are
Sunday, January 28, 2018 8:00 AM to 3:30 PM
Vendor spots, bike corral, auction, and other event
information is available from:
swapmeet@potomacvintageriders.com
One of the largest indoor vintage motorcycle
events on the East Coast! This single day event includes a full day of swap meet trading, a motorcycle corral and a judged motorcycle show. The event
is held every January at the York, PA Fairgrounds
and is all under one roof in the Utz Arena building.
The crew from Broom works assisted the last two
shows, gathering over 100 bikes and setting up
awesome displays.
If you appreciate older motorcycles, history
making motorcycles and motorcycles in general,
you have to attend this show!
See you there!
COONS TOONS

By T.A. COONS

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2018
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FEATURED EVENTS CALENDAR CONTINUED
Motorama - 40th Annual Indoor Motorsports Event
Feb 17th, & 18th, 2018, 2300 N. Cameron Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110
The Nations Largest ALL Indoor Motorsports Event with something for everyone from R/C Cars
to Motorcycles. 1 Million Sq Feet Of Exhibit Space at the Farm Show Complex. All of the racing
and all shows are included in your single admission price, and no reserved seats in any of the five
racing arenas. There are over 2,000 racers along with over 700 race and show vehicles on display.
As you walk thru the shows and pit areas, feel free to stop and talk to them. Don’t forget to support
the more then 100 various sponsors and vendors who continue to support Motorama year after
year. Phone: 717.359.7056 Email: info@motoramaevents.com
Website: www.motoramaevents.com/events

MARYLAND EVENTS
Bud’s Creek Motocross Park is open, with a full schedule! The web site says they are open every
weekend from October to April, weather permitting! Call or visit the web site for exact days and
times of Races, woods rides and so on.
TRAIL PROS Hare Scrambles
Date: 1/6/2018 - 1/7/2018 Charlotte Hall, MD
Email: hangoverharescramble@gmail.com WebSite: www.trailpros.us/hangoverharescramble

PENNSYLVANIA EVENTS
Early Bird Motorcycle Swap Meet January 27, 2018 Perryopolis, Pennsylvania
Sponsored by Second Chance M.C. of Pennsylvania.
The swap meet will be held at Perryopolis Auto Auction, 3454 Pittsburgh St. in Perryopolis. The
doors open at 9:00 am. Vendor fee is $50.00 for a booth or $30.00 for a table. The swap meet includes food, and DJ.
For more information call Gypsy at (724) 454-0259
Full Throttle Bike Show & Swap Meet Saturday, February 17, 2018 9:00 AM Motorcycle Show
This show will be one of the largest one-day events in the Mid-Atlantic region, bringing together more
than 100 vendors and an expected 4,000- plus attendees. Show features include:
• Bike competition with awards given to each class • A best in show award for the top overall machine
• Appearance by a nationally-known motorcycle celebrity • Live demonstrations – airbrushing, striping, mechanics and more • More than 100 vendors displaying their products • Live music to conclude
the day and encourage attendee interaction • Food and beverages from the Memorial Hall vendors.
Memorial Hall, York Fairgrounds, York, Pennsylvania, 34 Carlisle Avenue, York, PA 17404
Contact Phone: (717) 574-2944 - Rick Kaylor, Email: ricksautobody@verizon.net or
go to www.yorkbikeshow.com
6
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PENNSYLVANIA EVENTS - continued
FELD MOTOR SPORTS ARENACROSS
1/20/2018 - 1/21/2018
Phone: 800-216-7482
Wilkes-Barre Township, PA
TRAIL-WAY SPEEDWAY MOTOCROSS
Date: 2/17/2018 & 2/18/2018
Phone: 717-359-7056
Harrisburg, PA

NOTE: We want to list your event. We rely on you to
let us know what’s up! It’s even more important during
this off season! We do search the internet but we can’t
find everything and so there are events not listed.
Please send us your complete event information:
mjmpublishing2017@gmail.com

Be sure to include event name, location, description, start and end dates and the times.

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2018
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WHEELS IN MOTION

We want to list EVERY motorcycle event in Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, D.C., Virginia and West Virginia. If you have an upcoming
event, please send the details to mjmpublishing2017@gmail.com and add us to your mailing list.
Check out our online calendar at WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM for updates and additional events!
Event details may change or be incomplete—we encourage you to call ahead for info.
MT Event listings are free and include an online listing.
Please Note: We reserve the right not to list an event at our discretion, without explanation.

Bmw To Invest 176 Million Euro Into New Battery Technologies

Over the next four years BMW will be building a new battery technology centre in Munich. Sources
say it is to be named The Battery Cell Competence Center and will focus on cell chemistry and cell
design to improve performance, lifespan, safety and charging while also cutting costs. At the moment,
most manufacturers purchase batteries from suppliers such as Samsung and others but BMW says the
move to bring the technology in-house will allow them to design batteries that are better suited to individual products, although the firm say they may still contract out the actual production. Makes sense to
have total control over what you are designing, right?
BMW also announced that they are working on their fifth generation of their electric drivetrain for
their cars, which is slated to be released in 2021 and will eventually trickle down to the bikes, as it does
currently and BMW says this new technology will give some of their vehicles a range of 430 miles.
BMW has been working hard in recent years on battery technology and recently presented the Concept
Link electric scooter earlier this year. For more information you can just search BMW New Battery
Facility.

Honda Africa Getting A “Little Brother”

A new 750cc adventure bike would put Honda right in the middle of the emerging middleweight adventure bike segment that includes the BMW F850GS and Tiger 800s but will soon include the Yamaha
Ténéré 700 as well as the KTM 790 Adventure. Although the smaller Africa Twin will likely be down on
power compared to the other four, it will be easier to ride and better suited to people new to the sport.
This could be a shrewd move for Honda, as they’ll be keen to move the big bike out of the firing line of
the new KTM 790 Adventure, with the CEO of KTM having expressly targeted the Africa Twin.
-continued8
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Concerning the “Big Brother”...you might expect a redesign and a boost in horsepower to bring it
level with the likes of BMW, KTM and Triumph but Honda says that’s not their intention. “In terms of
pure horsepower, then yes some of our competitors have more, but for us this is not what we have in
mind,” adds Morita. “Our intention is to have the right amount of horsepower that customers actually use when in real riding situations. If we just want to increase horsepower it’s easy but when you do
that, you lose something – the bike gets heavier, it vibrates more, it’s hotter and you lose the balance
we are looking for. We experimented with power delivery at different rpm ranges and the best happened to be 100hp.”
A 100 HP Dirt Bike that works on the street too? From Honda? Yes Please!

But for now we will have to wait and see. All this is happening across the pond, as other makers are
heating up this “Little Brother” market too! Will we get them? We’ll have to wait and see.

AMA Snow Bike Series to award AMA National Championships for the first
time in 2018
Seven-round series to kick off Dec. 9

PICKERINGTON, Ohio -- After much success in its inaugural year sanctioning with the American Motorcyclist Association, the AMA Championship Snow Bike Series will be recognized as an AMA National Championship series in 2018, and will award AMA National No. 1 plates to the top finisher of each
national class at the end of the seven-round series.
“We are excited to continue working with R & R Promotions to provide an AMA National Championship series for snow bike racers in 2018,” AMA Motocross Manager Ricky Rickords said. “The expansion of snow bike racing during the past year has been very promising, and we look forward to the
continued growth and popularity of the sport in the future.”

2018 FIM International Six Days Enduro dates changed!

Location remains the same. The 2018 FIM International Six Days Enduro, originally scheduled for Oct.
22-27 in Viña del Mar, Chile, has been rescheduled to Nov. 12-17 at the same location. The International Six Days Enduro is the world’s largest annual off-road motorcycle competition.
JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2018
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WHEELS IN MOTION
- continued -

MV AGUSTA RECALLS BRUTALE 800 DRAGSTER RR MOTORCYCLES
FOR LOOSE SPOKES

WASHINGTON, DC – MV Agusta USA LLC is recalling Brutale 800 Dragster RR motorcycles from
the 2017 model year, because the spokes on the rear wheel may come loose.

RIDE IN PEACE: LEGENDARY FILMMAKER, AMA HALL OF FAMER
BRUCE BROWN

Dec 10, 2017, SANTA BARBARA, CA – Take time this week to pull out your DVD of “On Any Sunday” and remember
the man who started it all: Pioneering filmmaker Bruce Brown died Dec. 10 of natural causes, his family announced.
Brown was 80.
“On Any Sunday” was nominated for an Academy Award for Best Documentary in 1972. Actor Steve McQueen helped
to produce the film. “In many ways, the film changed the public perception of motorcycle riders as a whole, who had up
to that point been portrayed as hooligans and vandals that were only alive to cause disorder in the world,” wrote Michael Antonovich in Transworld Motocross. “‘On Any Sunday’ is credited with cementing the legacies of Mert Lawill,
Bud Ekins, Dave Aldana and Malcolm Smith as icons to the sport.”

KAWASAKI RECALLS 2,300 ZR900S IN UNITED STATES
440 IN CANADA

WASHINGTON, DC – Kawasaki is recalling ZR900AH, ZR900BH and ZR900BJ motorcycles from
the 2017-18 model years to repair the rear shock absorber. According to Kawasaki, 2,383 vehicles are
involved, and all have the defect.
The tie-rod frame mount holes on the rear shock can become elongated if the rear shock absorber bottoms out.
Kawasaki Heavy Industries identified the defect after receiving field claims from Europe and Thailand.
No field claims have been received so far from the U.S. market, the company noted.

CAMSO RECALLS DTS 129 SNOWBIKE CONVERSION KITS

Press Release: DTS 129 dirt-to-snowbike kits from the 2017 model year are being recalled: 280
sold in the United States and 316 sold in Canada.
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Roger Lyle’s

Track Days and Road Racing School

100% Chance of FUN! Miles of Smiles!

Photos by Speed of Life Photography

Have FUN! Learn to Ride Smooth, Safe and Fast!
Ride with us!

THANK YOU to our riders, coaches, staff,
cornerworkers, vendors and fans!

2018 will be great! Have FUN with your friends!
RIDE Summit Point, Shenandoah, Jefferson,
Pitt Race, and NCBIKE!
Visit us at the Timonium Motorcycle Show!

It’s so nice to know so many nice people!

MotorcycleXcitement.com
Roger Lyle 301-933-2599

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2018
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Retail store for after market parts and accessories for any type of
motorcycle as well as gift nook containing Route One Apparel.
2934 Ocean Gateway (Rt. 50) Cambridge, MD 21613
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GEOF UYEHARA
A Christmas Poem
THE SEVEN PISTONS OF CHRISTMAS
The seven Pistons (gears) of holiday good cheer.
V-tec, turbo, 16 valve four,
Straight six,
V8,
12 cylinders more.
Not a checkered flag has been dropped nor a smoking tire
warmed.
Thru straights and wild curves, of hearts and clear tears, for
holiday big cheer,
Did Santa and his team arrive with a distinctive roar of first
gear.
V-tec, turbo, 16 valve four,
Straight six,
V8,
12 cylinders more.
Get up get up, you fancy big bore,
Send shivers and patches to lend us some more.
Power over power over power makes quick bikes so smooth,
That tomorrow will be Christmas for everyone to snooze.
V-tec, turbo, 16 valve four,
Straight six,
V8,
12 cylinders more.
All Fastbacks and Boat tails for round holiday good cheer.
Did Santa and the Pistons bring jolly fine gear,
For holiday races for all to quite hear.
Gear Shifting and braking alighting so near.
So do bring double fine oils and liquids of cheer,
And cruise ever so peacefully,
And have a Happy new year!

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2018
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- BIKER BILLY COOKS WITH FIRE Winter Garage Time Projects
Text & Recipe by Bill Hufnagle
The New Year is upon us and for many riders, this is the month
to shift into high gear on our winter bike building, modifying, or
repairing projects. Yes, it is time to retire to the garage and get some
grease under our fingernails. The Christmas bills are in the mailbox,
old man winter is at the door, and good riding days are as sparse as the available balances on your credit cards. Yet that metallic family member parked patiently in your garage needs some TLC or perhaps
even the mechanical equivalent of major surgery. What is a biker to do? Roll-up your sleeves, grab that
iPhone X that Santa just left for you and log on to your dealer’s or supplier’s web site and keep that UPS
person busy.
I always said one bike is not enough; my theory being two bikes allows for one being serviced and the
other is always ready to ride. It has served me well over the years, up until recently. It is not a fault with
the theory; rather my chosen two motorcycles perfectly fit my long established riding habits. The Road
King is an excellent long-range tourer, that easily coverts to a cruiser. It covers two of my riding styles.
The Buell is an excellent sport touring motorcycle, capable of long range sporting travel. Take the
saddlebags off and it is a perfect torquey mountain sport bike, my other two riding styles well covered.
A perfect biker world, until now.
The problem now is I have developed a yearning for
another
type of riding, one that these two fine moBob Karcher’s Shop Snacks
torcycles are just not designed for. Where
Generous amount of your favorite peppers
I live in the mountains of Western North
Three 3-ounce packages of cream cheese, softened
Carolina we have some awesome back
2 tablespoons mayonnaise
roads. I can spend an afternoon riding the Few shakes of garlic powder
best roads you could ask for racking up
5 large flour tortillas, warmed according to
the miles and never wander very far from package directions
home. It is all-good, until I see that sign,
1. Dice the peppers and place them in a large mixing
which says “Pavement Ends!”
bowl with the cream cheese, mayonnaise, and garlic
There are so many great paved roads with powder into a mixing bowl. Whip until smooth.
sparse traffic that end like this. They go
Spread evenly over the tortilla shells about 1/8 to
up the mountain from the valley floor and 1/4 inch thick. Roll the shells, and put in the beer
beckon me to come see what is over the
fridge for about half an hour.
other side on the dirt. I know from per2. Remove and cut each roll into 4 or 5 slices.
sonal experience that a fully laden tour
Garnish with toothpicks or nails. Serve with beer.
bike is not appropriate to climb the moun- Serves a garage full of hungry bike builders
tain dirt roads, nor is a sport bike.
14
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- BIKER BILLY COOKS WITH FIRE So I have been yearning for a small lightweight dual-purpose motorcycle. One I can enjoy on the pavement and beyond the pavement’s end. Only problem is Harley doesn’t make one. Maybe I should have
said that Harley doesn’t make one anymore. Back in the day Harley-Davidson bought a part ownership
in an Italian motorcycle company called Aermacchi. They made and imported small displacement motorcycles, some racers and some dual purpose. Like Buell this was a short lived moto-marriage whose
offspring are not commonly seen but cherished by their riders.
I believe that providence plays a part in all my motorcycling and life adventures. It was providence that
sent the mailman up that steep mountain dirt road that I got the Road King stuck on. He was not afraid
to stop and help a black leather clad biker get the motorcycle out of the rain gully where it rested on the
bars with the wheels off the ground.
Providence was surely at play when my friend and neighbor Randy showed me what was sitting in one
of his farm’s barns. We had talked motorcycles, horses and life for many years now. He is a rider from
the way back and among his many life adventures was being a professionally trained motorcycle mechanic. While he has shifted his interests into riding and training some beautiful horses, the motorcycle
bug has never gone away.
Our conversations had covered many motorcycles past and present and memories of riding adventures
that we each wondered how we survived. Ah, the follies of a well spent youth. In all the motorcycles he
spoke of he never mentioned what was in that barn. Likely because it was a project that never got started. When he opened the doors of the barn there sat a 1974 Harley-Davidson Aermacchi Z-90. All the
critical major parts where there but it needed rebuilding back when he got it over 20 years ago. A busy
life had left that bike in a dusty time capsule.
Randy looked at me and said he wasn’t likely to find the time to restore it. He then asked if I was interested. It took a moment for it to sink in that this was the third bike I need to explore those mountain
dirt roads. I said yes I was interested. We loaded it up in his pickup and hauled it to my barn. I intend
to return it to the road and the dirt; I hope to do most of the work myself with some help from Randy
and few friends. Some things will have to be done by professionals since I know my limitations. While I
can make cooking look easy, it is something I know very well and have practiced often and I am willing to bet that asphalt tastes worse than any mistake I can make in the kitchen. Stay tuned for more to
come as this project begins!
Column copyright Bill Hufnagle 2018. Recipe reprinted with permission from “BIKER BILLY’S HOG WILD ON A HARLEY
COOKBOOK”, published by Harvard Common Press, Boston copyright Bill Hufnagle 2003.

Representative pictures only
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ROLLING PHYSICS PROBLEM
GREG SHAMIEH

Motorcycle
I’d like you to play a little mind game with me. Break out your mental ‘Etch-a-sketch’ and imagine a motorcycle. First draw two circles, close to the same size, that describe the wheels. One rectangle towards the rear gives you a bench seat. A jellybean shape provides your fuel tank. A cylinder,
maybe two. Give the rider some grips to grab onto, a headlight, and a pipe or two to get noise out of
those cylinders, and there it is. A motorcycle.
Unlike the ‘Famous Artist’s School’ Drawing lessons whose ads festooned a misspent youth’s worth
of matchbooks and motorcycle magazines, 4 payments of $4.95 are not required – this
drawing lesson is free.
What you’ve drawn looks just like a Honda CB360T. Or a Triumph Bonneville. Or a Norton International, Matchless G12 or a Royal Enfield Bullet.
Your mind’s eye has produced an iconic, simple, classic standard motorcycle.
And in your mind’s eye is likely where that classic motorcycle will stay, because almost
no-one still manufactures a product that looks or functions like that.
Think about what motorcycles are out there in the marketplace, and which ones sell in substantial
volumes. There are all manner of racetrack refugees – Yamaha YZF-R1s, Suzuki GSXR 1000s, BMW
RR1000s, Kawasaki ZX-10s. Such motorcycles are extraordinary pieces of engineering, capable of blistering lap times and stunning top speeds that would have had them on the GP Podiums of 20 years
ago.
Most of us, though, just want to get to work with our laptop and lunchbox, take a ride to the
grocery store, or put our girlfriend (or boyfriend) on the back seat for a Sunday afternoon ride. Good
luck transporting anything bigger than a granola bar, or any S.O. over 5 feet tall as a passenger on one
of these machines.
Other specialized motorcycle designs abound. Heavy Tourers. Sport Tourers. Adventure Bikes.
Cruisers. Baggers Bikes with more power, more mass, more suspension travel, more complexity, more
function, but with more focus – being good at one thing at the expense of others. Good on the Interstate but a wrestling match in the city. Sweet on a single track but a tall mess on the pavement.
I’m as guilty as any rider of feeding the specialization beast. I have a vintage sport bike, racer boy
bubble and all. I have a scrambler – which was riding dirt before anyone coined the term. I have a GT
Bike – fairings, panniers and top case – complex adjustable fairings and artsy alternate suspension. It
can carve twisty pavement with a week’s gear on board at 80 mph and can do it for weeks at a time.
Its motor has a bigger displacement than half the cars in Italy. My first street motorcycle was a 1973
CB750. It was bone stock – save for a universal chrome tube luggage rack, with a Green Spring Valley
Dairy milkcrate bolted on. Why does it feel like I’ve lost something?
My youngest son Finn is also a rider, and although he gets some, doesn’t really need any en16
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- CONTINUED couragement from me. As an Architect in Training, Finn has a developed design eye. When he first
started looking at motorcycles, he was immediately drawn to one of those last
few remaining classic motorcycles, the Royal Enfield. He intuitively understood
the Bullet’s classic design language and intent. Had Finn had as much income
as he had discerning taste, he’d have bought one, too. His first few years in
the saddle – using his bike for daily transportation – were spent aboard a Buell
Blast single whose purchase was mostly based on the $900 it cost to buy. Being an Architect and
not a mechanic, Finn found himself the recipient of increasingly frequent not quite social visits from
me and from ever increasing percentages of my toolkit stuffed into the saddlebags of the aforementioned GT bike.
After the Blast’s engine fell out, it became clear, even to me, that some more material adjustments needed to be made to Finn’s riding life, and those adjustments were spelled H-O-N-DA. After about 639 phone calls to Baltimore’s Pete’s Cycle, my credit union and my Allstate agent,
Finn had a brand new 2016 CB500F parked in my garage – at least until its permanent license plate
showed up. Two circles, one rectangle, one jellybean, some grips, two cylinders, a headlight and a
pipe. Motorcycle.
So it was with a light and expectant heart that I pulled on my leathers and my helmet, and rolled
the CB out of my garage. It’s not difficult to see the classic motorcycles of the past in the CB’s profile. Its parallel twin engine, sit up riding profile, and relaxed footpeg position carry obvious echos
of the original CB450 Black Bomber, and the Triumph Bonneville that it was designed to vanquish.
There are a few concessions to modernity – the bike’s 471 cc motor is liquid cooled, fuel injected,
and has a double overhead cam, 4 valve cylinder head. Honda’s stylists did their best to pay homage to the tank shape and tailsection of Marc Marquez’ championship winning RC213V.
Fingering the starter yields immediate action – the bike’s exhaust note has a whistling
quality which comes from the fuel injection pump and the operation of the injectors being the
loudest sounds coming from the motor. The CB’s reaction to throttle is immediate – the engine’s
square bore and stroke design has almost no flywheel. On the road, the CB is a dream. The 6 speed
transmission shifts positively – downshifts are a treat given the engine’s immediate response to a
blips of the throttle. The quality of the engine’s power delivery is sneaky fast – there’s just enough
communication to let you know that this is a twin, but the quality of the vibration is always pleasant
– at higher RPMs and highway speeds the motor smooths out admirably. Above 6000 rpm that twin
is ripping.
Cornering behavior is exemplary – the bike is narrow, weighs just over 400 lbs wet, cuts
entries and changes direction like a scalpel and holds its cornering line securely even at extreme
lean angles. Suspension is taut but comfortable. The bike’s 4 piston Nissin single rotor front brake
is more than enough for the CB’s low mass. I find myself seeking out tighter and more technical
stretches of Frederick County pavement as the tires scrub in. I’m working the bike’s throttle, making
full use of all 6 gears, and spending some quality time with the horizon anywhere but horizontal.
The CB500F has not been a sales leader for Honda. This bike was a leftover 2016 that was
deeply discounted at the end of the 2017 sales year. On the West Coast, examples can be bought
new for more than 35% off the current MSRP.
- continued pg 26 JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2018
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THE WRITE GRIP
Into Each Road Some Mud Must Fall.
Stevie Lynne
A light rain fell all morning during my niece’s recent lacrosse tournament. While the mist
didn’t seem to dampen any of the players’ spirits, it did manage to turn the fields used as parking
lots for the event into slimy mud pits. “Look at this mess,” my boyfriend muttered as he maneuvered the SUV back onto the slick road to leave. I have to admit I was relieved not to be on two
wheels that day, even as my mind wandered down a very slippery memory lane to another time
when I was.
It happened during an impromptu ride to explore the Eastern Shore of Virginia. Vacation in
the summer of 2009 was supposed to consist of a group road trip to Kentucky to reunite with a
bunch of friends. You know how plans go sometimes…they don’t. With only about a week left before the departure date, a few of the participants had to cancel, a few decided to reschedule for
later, and that left me and my friend Debbie with time off from work and a need for Plan B. We
started naming places we hadn’t been yet, but wanted to visit, and agreed on Chincoteague as our
destination.
We had a blast; over and through the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel, straight to Chincoteague to find a place to stay and check out the town, then on to continue our adventure by heading
south and making stops in places off route 13 that had captured our interest on the way up.
During one break in Onley, imagine our surprise to discover a bike rally was just getting started
nearby. We checked into a hotel, then rode over to the event grounds to investigate. We met some
great folks and found out the schedule for the weekend included games, wrestling matches, bands,
and vendors. We also learned camping space was available and while we hadn’t brought any supplies, we could rent a tent from the organizers. We took them up on that when we returned the
next afternoon, especially considering bottomless mugs o’ beer would be available throughout the
rally.
It was so much fun I really didn’t pay much attention to the on-again, off-again showers
throughout that night. I didn’t really think about the rain until the next morning when I ventured
out of the tent looking for coffee. I was distracted by a bit of commotion at the lone entrance/exit
to the rally site, as those attempting to leave slipped, slid, and wiped out on their bikes in the mud.
It was like watching some sort of bizarre biker rodeo game going horribly wrong. Wet weather had
taken its toll on the short driveway from the road onto the soaked property. The event organizers
had tried to help fix the problem by spreading shells and gravel across what was becoming a huge
mire, but too much traffic had come and gone leaving deep trenches of glop to try to navigate
through. As I stood there, another rider made it through the muck at the gate only to flop over on
the road, and I cringed at the sound of chrome scraping pavement. Then I noticed a vendor we’d
met during the previous night’s live music waving me over closer to the action.
“Ain’t this a mess?! Me and most of the other vendors with RVs and trailers have sank down
into the field and are waiting on trucks to come pull us out. I’ve been watching this all morning, and
here’s what you gotta do to get out of here.”
18
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- Continued I paid attention as he explained we’d have to approach the gate from left to right. He pointed out
the track most riders were following to find success in staying upright, and told me to approach the
gate almost parallel to the opening to stay where the mud was the shallowest. He warned that we
would have keep heading right once we were on the road, because a thin layer of mud had been
smeared up onto the surface. That coating was hard to see, like black ice.
He’d seen many make the mistake of thinking they were good to go once they reached the asphalt, only to roll on the throttle and have the bike shimmy out from under them. Aha, that’s how
the peg-crunching topple I’d witnessed a bit earlier had happened. It was now understood that not
only would we have to head off in the wrong direction, we’d have to ride far enough to reach bare
pavement to keep from taking a spill in a U-turn, and pass over the film of mud again to point ourselves home. I thanked him for the tips, and went to fill Debbie in on the details.
“This has the potential to suck,” I announced. “What’s the matter, are you afraid you’ll drop
your bike?” “No, I’m afraid if I drop it there’s no way to get any footing or leverage for me or anyone to lift it back up.”
I finished packing my bike with disturbing visions of it on its side in ankle-deep sludge flashing
through my head. I could just imagine a half-dozen well-meaning people trying to help me upright
it. And instead, we’d all wind up in a Woodstock-inspired, grime-coated pseudo game of Twister on
a motorcycle instead of the usual multi-colored gumball-stamped mat.
Finally, we were ready to try and make our escape. We putted our bikes around to the left
side of the gate and paused to watch a rider with his dog in a sidehack ease his way through the
exit. A guy waiting for someone to come tow his camper out yelled, “Good luck, honey!” I thanked
him and then tuned in to hear my inner voice chanting: NOSUDDENMOVESNOSUDDENMOVESNOSUDDENMOVES, as we slowly squiggled, wiggled, and painstakingly churned our way to solid
ground. Once I was sure I was on dry pavement, I glanced back to see Debbie still following, and
thankfully still vertical. We turned our bikes around, and carefully crossed the slimy patch of road in
front of the gate to start the ride home.
A couple of days after that we rode up on Skyline Drive and encountered a black bear, but
that’s a story on its own for another time. No matter what jogs your memory, here’s hoping you can
reminisce on beautiful rides and laugh at the stickier situations. And as you look back at the old year
and anticipate what the new one will bring on this strange trip of life, my wish is that you’ll find more
smiles than tears. Cheers and Happy New Year!
- Stevie Lynne
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- ALWAYS A HEADWIND Cape Breton Revisited
Rain, Romance And Rough Roads
Text & Photos by Robert H. Miller, www.backroadbob.com

It’s trip-planning time again and Nova Scotia’s Cape Breton always seems to be on motorcyclists’ top ten list.
It’s a place that takes some getting used to, but you may end up liking it a lot. The desolation, lack of development, and
especially the super-friendly people can easily catch you off-guard, but when you leave you may wonder why the rest
of the world doesn’t live like this. Find out for yourself.
You Can Go Back

They say “you can’t go back”, but it’s only true if you expect everything to be the
same as before. I recently revisited Cape Breton for the first time in 22 years. The place
hadn’t changed much, but I had, so it was as if I’d never been there before. Last time,
I two-wheeled it solo for five days and 1200 miles to reach the Cabot Trail where I
camped for a week. This time, I traveled with a female companion in the comfort of a
four-door pick up truck with my Turbo trailered behind me. It took two long days to
reach the Cabot Trail where we rode two-up for 800 miles, endured some rain, bounced down some
rough roads and stayed in a waterfront chalet for a week. The past and present experiences couldn’t
have been more different.
Most motorcyclists visit here for the 185-mile Cabot Trail loop around the eastern end of Nova
Scotia commonly known as Cape Breton. You’d have to go 3500 miles west across the U.S. or east
across the Atlantic Ocean to duplicate the rugged, wind-swept coastline scenery. On my first ride to
Cape Breton, time constraints forced the entire 185-mile Cabot Trail be ridden in one day. This time,
I wasn’t going to make that same mistake. This time I was going to explore the coves, unusual shops,
and eclectic shop owners scattered along the Cabot Trail like so many coarsely-ground pepper grains
on a dinner plate.

Hanging Your Hat
Baddeck, population 1,000, is the perfect place to hang your hat for a Cape Breton visit. Its
combination of quaint shops, fine restaurants, full-line delis, sidewalk cafes, romantic seaside inns,
and a picturesque harbor complete with lighthouse is unique to Cape Breton. From Baddeck, you can
ride the entire Cabot Trail in a day, go whale watching in Cheticamp, or check the beach at Margaree
and be back before the sun sets. Or you can spend a day in Baddeck exploring shops, sampling
eateries, and meeting friendly shop keepers followed by an evening of live Gaelic music at the
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-Always A Headwind - continued town’s social hall. Baddeck also has an environmental learning center housed in a magnificent stone
building (the former Town Hall) with a big old clock and the 20,000 square-foot Alexander Graham
Bell Museum. Mr. Bell summered in Baddeck’s harbor for 37 years on his own private island in the
comfort of his magnificent mansion. The museum is modern and very extensive with its history of
Bell’s early work for the hearing impaired that lead to his invention of the telephone and his later work
as a hydrofoil pioneer. Baddeck also has a fleet of tall ships to take you for a moonlit cruise on Bras d’
Or Lakes - the name given to the dozens of coves and islands scattered along the Baddeck coast.
A Bone-Jarring Ride
From our chalet in Baddeck, we rode 15 miles on Route 105 then turned left onto Cabot Trail at St.
Anne’s (look for and eat at The Lobster Galley Restaurant) and grimly endured a bone-jarring, frostheaved 50-mile bronco ride to Ingonish and the entrance to Cape Breton National Park. There were
numerous “Rough Road” signs posted along the way, but it wasn’t a matter of dodging the bad spots
as having to choose the smallest bad spot to hit. When questioned why the roads were so poorly
maintained, a local resident stated “we’re still suffering from a SARS hangover and tourism’s off 30%
so there isn’t any money to repair them.” You can avoid the worst of the frost-heaved pavement by
taking the Englishtown Ferry, but you’d miss Gaelic College - one of only three institutions of higher learning in the
world where Gaelic language, traditions, and music are exclusively taught and spoken. Students from around the world
attend this college founded by a charismatic and eccentric Scotsman. The college gift shop is filled with handmade
Nova Scotian crafts and next door is the William Rogers Art Gallery. Housed in a single wide trailer (don’t judge it, just
accept it), the gallery’s moved to more hospitable climes during the winter. If you’re a souvenir hunter, this is the place.

Peculiar Proprietors
From St. Anne’s to Ingonish you’ll find an iron smith’s shop, a millinery named Sew Inclined,
and a maritime museum that time, and everyone else, forgot. The iron smith shop displays unique
handcrafted sculptures and upstairs is an art gallery filled with mind and moral bending photos. Sew
Inclined is a millinery mixing modern and Victorian fashions as interpreted by its owner. The selection
of hats, wraps, and detailed dresses is like nothing you, or your significant other, will find anywhere
else. After meeting a few shop keepers, you may get the impression these proprietors willingly locate
as far from civilization as they can get and still make a living.
South of Tarbotville is a faded sign directing you to the Maritime Museum, where you’ll discover
much more and a lot less than you’d expect. Instead of a sanitized government facility, the museum is
housed in an old fisherman’s shed next to a tiny harbor filled with colorfully detailed fishing boats, and
a mile-long sandy beach. The museum, the harbor, and the beach are local secrets and each of them
is a treasure to be savored. While strolling the beach we saw something peculiar - a large Black Lab
buried in the sand by several young children with only its head and wagging tail exposed. Obviously,
the dogs are as friendly as the people.
Inside the museum’s dark and dusty interior the walls are lined with the remnants of Cape Breton
life gone by and an ice cream stand. It’s just another odd combination you accept with foreign travel.
According to the museum guide, when a local homestead is abandoned, permission’s obtained to scour
it for relics that are museum-suitable. As Cape Breton loses its coal mining, cod fishing, and steel
industries, it loses its inhabitants, especially its youth, to white collar employment in western Canada
where American software giants have set up shop across the border.
- continued pg 27 JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2018
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Two Tire Tirade
ROBERT HUNT
Dreading Snow and Dirty Annie’s Ghost: An
October’s Mountain Jaunt
In October of this year, a few friends and I decided to travel west from Denver
to Buena Vista, Colorado which sits at 7,965 feet in elevation and is nestled in
the Arkansas River Valley. The picturesque town is surrounded by vast fields of
agriculture and massive mountains of historic proportions. The drive is a splendid
route which normally takes about 3 hours on a motorcycle through mountainous
valleys, high peak passes and vast open landscapes. It was a trip conceived on a
whim and dedicated to finding and exploring a ghost town. There are more than
a few such vacant towns in Colorado, but the quest was marred by the fact that
we were late in the year in a state known for treacherous winter road conditions.
For example, back on October of 1997 a sudden blizzard hit Denver, Colorado and stranded 4000
people at Denver International Airport. Hundreds of cars were left abandoned on the highways as
people huddled together in shelters for warmth and protection against the elements. Denver is at
an elevation of 5,280 feet which compared to Buena Vista, is relatively low. In Colorado, higher
elevations may get snow any time of year. My traveling companion’s motorcycles vary in style and
conformity, but none are meant to trek through snow and ice. We meticulously checked the weather
and departed on a Saturday morning, immersed in heavy sluggish fog. We headed west towards
the foothills of the Rockies in hopes of sun and clear roads. About an hour into the ride, we hit a
proverbial road block when my friend’s oil filter decided to blow a seal and gushed oil like a severed
artery. He was lucky it occurred in a parking lot, because that oil slick could have been a disaster
on the open roadway. There was motorcycle shop located less than a mile away who sold us a
replacement oil filter and a few liters of oil. We fixed the issue in less than three hours with a multitool and improper fitting wrench.
We arrived in Buena Vista around 5pm after our maintenance delays and huge BBQ
lunch. Eating BBQ on this cold blistery ride was ecstasy. The hot, fresh off the spit chicken was
amazing and gave us strength to move ahead through the cold turbulent wind. Unfortunately, we
underestimated the chillness of the day and when we arrived at camp, we were
exhausted. We stayed at the local KOA Campsite located just outside the city
limits. We got a great deal on a cabin with 5 bunks for under 80 dollars. The
cabin came with heat and was much more comfortable than tents, specifically
given that the temperatures dipped below freezing that night. Once we settled
in, we endeavored to solidify our plans for the following day. We found there
were more than a few ghost towns in riding distance of Buena Vista, but all the
locals suggested that we visit St. Elmo. Locals’ advice can’t be over rated. Do all the research you
want, but if a local gives you a suggestion on a better place to visit, then you best to just follow their
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Two Tire Tirade - continued advice. The only issue with our plan to visit St. Elmo was the 8-mile-long dirt road that climbed the
ascending countryside we had to trek to get to the long-lost town. Two-wheel cruisers and dirt roads
with potential snow and ice do not normally mesh well, but we decided to give it a try.
My theory with motorcycling and life is always give adventure a try. If you run into a dilemma,
then the worst that can happen is you fall back and try again. If we hit snow or ice, our plan was just
to turn around and head back down the mountain to safer ground. Luckily, our path was clear all the
way to our objective.
Back in 1885, St. Elmo, Colorado was a bustling mining town with a population of
approximately 2,000 people. The town at one time had 3 hotels, 5 restaurants, two sawmills and
boasted it’s own newspaper named the Mountaineer. 		
The old South Park and Pacific
Railroad Lines stopped in St. Elmo and supplied the town with much needed provisions to support
the abundant mining industry in the area. In 1890, St. Elmo had a fire which destroyed much of the
business district and the town never fully recovered. With the decline in the mining industry, it began
to fade away. In 1922, the railroad stopped operations, but St. Elmo kept running on life support until
1932 when the Post Office officially closed.
Over the years many locals heard whispers of the ghost of Annabel Stark who was one of the
last full-time residents of St. Elmo. Residents called her Dirty Annie due to her soiled cloths and
dred-like hair. She was known to carry a rifle and was a fierce protector of the land around the town.
She also spent time in an insane asylum. Shortly after Dirty Annie’s death, rumors and stories of a
watchful spectra abounded which centered around the 3rd floor of the abandoned hotel. If you ask
a local why St. Elmo still exists, they will give credit to the ghost of Dirty Annie who continues to
protect the town from vandals and harm. We never did see a ghost while visiting St. Elmo, but then
again, we never meant any harm. What we did observe is a nostalgic, real world look on what life was
like more than a 125 years ago. The remaining buildings of this pristine ghost town, take you back to
a simpler world based upon hard physical work, demanding conviction and guaranteed struggles. But
hard times don’t necessarily translate to bad times. Sometimes the best times in one’s life are those
tangible moments where conflict meets resolve. The town of St. Elmo looked death in the face and
beat it’s nemesis back, armed only with moral fortitude and a ghost named Dirty Annie.
My visit to this place was the highlight of our twoday trip. Buena Vista is famous for rafting, numerous hot
springs and rock climbing, but the Town of St. Elmo was
ripe with palpable history that spoke to me in words that
I could never begin to express. I wandered it’s surviving
street and pondered those who walked before me and hoped
the same place would still exist for future generations
to explore. Our trepidations during the brief planning
stage of this trip could have stopped this journey before it began. But as Frank Borman once said,
“Exploration is really the essence of human spirit”. Greatness starts with an exploration of an idea;
once we lose that adventurous motivation, we have already begun to fade away. My suggestion is to
go find a place to explore, talk with strangers and find your own ghost town to ignite that divine spark
within your soul. - Robert.
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By Matt Danielson, The Motorcycle Law Group

Need To Know: Motor Vehicle Insurance For Motorcyclists; Part Two
Getting out on the road puts riders at the mercy of other motorcyclists, drivers
and possibly poor road and weather conditions. Don’t get me wrong, I don’t think riding
is dangerous. But the unfortunate fact is that many of us will be involved in some type
of accident one day. While insurance can’t prevent an accident, making sure you have
the proper insurance coverage is the best way to ensure that you – and your bike – are
protected after the fact.
When full coverage isn’t enough: The term ‘full coverage’ can be misleading
because it doesn’t necessarily mean the policy will cover everything in full in the event of
an accident. Full coverage typically includes all the major types of coverages your provider
offers. But, some insurance companies define ‘full coverage’ differently.
What’s more important is how much coverage you bought. If you also bought the minimum
amount of coverage (a coverage limit of $25,000, for example), you will most likely receive
only the minimum limits for your injury, regardless of how serious it is or the verdict you
receive in court.
Understanding policy limits: If you’re in an accident and the other motorist is at
fault, their insurance will surely pay out, but that doesn’t mean it’ll cover all the costs. The
other motorist’s insurance coverage will only pay up to their policy limit, and if they’re like
most, they bought the minimum amount of insurance their state requires. For example, the
minimum amount of insurance required in Georgia is $25,000. Regardless of how serious
the injuries or expensive the damages, if the other motorists’ policy limit is $25,000, their
insurance is only required to pay a maximum of that amount.
How can I ensure I’m covered? This is where uninsured motorist (UM) and
underinsured motorist (UIM) coverages come in. UM coverage protects you if you’re
injured by someone who doesn’t have insurance at all. If you purchase UM coverage,
your insurance company will pay you up to your limits of coverage for injuries caused by
an uninsured motorist. What’s more common are accidents involving motorists who have
insurance, just not enough to cover the expenses of a serious accident. That’s when you
need UIM coverage. Think of UIM coverage as a “supplemental” insurance to cover the costs
the other person’s insurance won’t. In other words, if you have $200,000 in UIM coverage,
you’ll have at least $200,000 to compensate yourself for injuries caused by a motorist without
enough insurance.
Talk to your to your insurance provider. Start by asking them to go over the
specifics of your policy: How do they define ‘full coverage’? What types of coverages do you
have and how much is your current policy limit?
- continued next page 24
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Need To Know: Part Two - continued • Add UM and UIM coverage if you don’t already have it. While additional coverages may
cost more, pricing varies from one insurance agency to another and factors like driving
record, age and location can lower the costs. You may be surprised at how little it costs to
increase the coverage available to you. In fact, the more UM and UIM coverage you buy,
the less expensive it gets.
• Shop around to find out how much additional coverages and increased policy limits will
cost you. It will be far less expensive than being seriously injured in an accident and not
having enough coverage available to you.
While there’s no hard and fast rule on policy types and coverages, at the Motorcycle
Law Group, we recommend riders have no less than a total of $500,000 in coverage
to ensure they’re protected and aren’t at the mercy of other motorists without enough
insurance.
Free motorcycle insurance policy review
If you’re still not sure if you have enough coverage, or if there’s room to improve or
reorganize your policies, let one of the partners at the Motorcycle Law Group take a look for
you. The attorneys at the Motorcycle Law Group are experienced in reviewing and analyzing
insurance policies when you need them most – after an accident involving a major claim. We
invite you to submit your insurance policies for a free review from our legal team. We can tell
you if you have the right coverages in the right amount so you and your family are properly
protected.
We’ve helped many riders get better coverage with relatively little change to their rates.
The process is simple, free and takes no longer than 10 days. To submit your insurance
policies for a free review, visit www.MotorcycleLawGroup.com/Free-Motorcycle-InsurancePolicy-Review/. And as always, if you have any additional
questions about insurance, your state’s regulations or
any other topic related to riders, please don’t hesitate to
contact me.
Matt Danielson
McGrath, Danielson, Sorrell & Fuller
The Motorcycle Law Group
1-800-321-8968
Matt@MotorcycleLawGroup.com
MotorcycleLawGroup.com
Matt Danielson is a partner at the Motorcycle Law Group, a personal
injury law firm whose attorneys all ride motorcycles and represent clients
in GA, VA, WV, NC and SC. Matt has successfully represented clients in
cases ranging from simple property damage to complex multi-million
dollar personal injury claims. He also serves as a lobbyist, adjunct
professor and works with motorcycle rights organizations throughout
the country. To learn more about the Motorcycle Law Group, visit
motorcyclelawgroup.com or call 1-800-321-8968.
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MOTORCYCLE - CONTINUED Our American Riding Brothers and Sisters will tell you that its engine is “too small” and that it
isn’t track ready, tour ready or adventure ready. All of that misses the point completely. Anywhere
else in the world, where 2 wheeled transportation means a world of 125s, 350 Bullets, two strokers and
motorscooters, the CB is an aspirational motorcycle – more attractive and better performing at a price
that normal humans, and more importantly in the US, young riders, can afford.
Sitting in my driveway looking at the CB with Finn, it’s clear that we agree with those riders.
Neither one of us ever gets tired of looking at the CB, and Finn’s opinion is “This is my new favorite
thing in the entire world”.
Better still, is the CB is just grin-inducingly and totally fun to ride.
And isn’t that why we ride?
- Greg.
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- ALWAYS A HEADWIND - continued Coastline-Hugging Roads
The Ingonish entrance to Cape Breton National Park is preceded by 50 miles of
coastline-hugging roads draped across precipitously steep mountains like a giant roll
of ribbon gone awry. From a distance, 1200-foot Cape Smoky appears to rise from
the sea like an ancient monolith. This shoreline roller coaster ride is only a tantalizing
appetizer for the main entree that follows.
Past the park entrance, the pavement considerably improves and the scenery
changes from watery coastline to boreal interior. The close proximity of maritime and mountain
climates creates a mixture of plants and animals unique to Canada. Cape Breton’s interior, known as
The Barrens, is starkly desolate and devoid of any apparent human habitation. From Neils Harbor
to Wreck Cove, 70 miles of roadway will pass beneath you without seeing a shop, a billboard, and
probably another vehicle. Here, Cabot Trail traverses North and South Mountains as it by-passes the
remote fishing villages of White Point, Capstick, and Meat Cove. The only sizable village is Cape
North and it’s only a few houses and a restaurant. Here you’ll find Cape Breton’s newest tourist
attraction, whale watching tours, but one of the best and most accessible vantage points for spotting
our mammoth mammalian cousins is free for the taking from the overlook where Cabot Trail exits the
interior mountainous region at Cheticamp.

Harsh Winters and Cruel Seas
Cheticamp is a town more used to work than play. It’s inhabitants endure harsh winters and cruel seas. Their
love-hate relationship with the water is embodied in the memorials at the magnificent Saint Peter’s Cathedral that was
built by merchants made wealthy by hard-working seamen. The town’s busy with industry, tourism, and commerce,
but don’t allow its rough exterior stop you from introducing yourself to its shops, eateries, and its accommodating
inhabitants. If you go whale watching, the folks at the diner across the street from the docks will gladly pack you a
brown bag lunch. Cheticamp is about halfway around the Trail and it’s a good place to spend an extra day riding the
most mountainous sections of the Trail and getting good use of your park pass.
Nova Scotia reveals its Scottish roots with the ever-present celebration of music, song, and pub life. The music
shop in Cheticamp and the social hall in Baddeck regularly have live music emanating from their doorways. Just by

riding around and keeping your ears open you could find an evening’s entertainment.
From Cheticamp, the Trail follows the coast to Margaree Harbor and its mile-long sandy
beach - a rare occurrence in this rocky land. From the harbor to Baddeck, the Trail again traverses
the interior as it crosses Margaree River, known for its Atlantic Salmon fishery and Margaree Valley,
known for its scenic beauty. Fifty miles from Cheticamp and you’ll be back in Baddeck.
Going Underwater
Thirty-five miles southeast of Baddeck, across Seal Island Bridge, is what passes for a large
metropolitan town at Sydney (population 26,000) and the fishing town of Glace Bay, where you can
tour the Miner’s Village which is good and dine at the Miner’s Village Restaurant which is very good.
Housed in a Victorian era mining village store, the restaurant offers intimately arranged linen-covered
tables surrounding a hand laid stone fireplace and an ocean view of the North Atlantic. If you take the
mine tour, going underwater will have a whole new meaning as the mine shafts extend out under the
ocean’s floor. Glace Bay’s harbor also offers a close-up view of a by gone era.
- Continued pg 28 JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2018
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- ALWAYS A HEADWIND - contnued In the ‘50s and ‘60s it was the largest town on Cape Breton, but now it has only a few remnants of the
dozens of fish processing plants and packing houses that once made it a thriving metropolis. It’s one
of the many eerily vacate scenes common in sparsely populated countries, but an uncommon sight for
most Americans.
“Come Back Soon”
Cape Breton is a land filled with forgettably rough roads, but with unforgettable scenery
inhabited by friendly, off-beat, folks who mean it when they tell you to “come back soon”. It’s a place
where the people have been toughened, not hardened, by the sea, the older generation speaks with a
Scottish accent, and music is the elixir that brings soothing relief from a tough life. The people and
the places exude a refreshing innocence and a romantic atmosphere that’s long-gone from America.
Centuries of struggling to extract a living from the sea has bound the locals together and Cape
Breton’s starkness and desolation can bring you and your special someone closer together too. If Cape
Breton sounds like a place you’d like to visit, there’s more information at these web sites - www.
baddeck.com,www.capebretonisland.com, www.explore.gov.ns.ca and www.parkscanada.gc.ca..
- Bob.
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BACKFIRE

Snippets of motorcycling lore
Fishermen know not to paint their boats green. The color is cursed, of course,
or so they say. What of Kawasaki race bikes in that day-glo green? Is that to
state their superiority and ability to rise above any contrived curse? But who
can read the marketing mind? And who can say that curse doesn’t deserve the
benefit of the doubt?
Other points of contention among superstitious bikers include
dropping helmets, mounting the bike from the wrong side, or attaching antigremlin bells to their bikes. It is important to know that if you buy such a
bell yourself, it will be useless. It only works if someone else gets it for you.
Among other pitfalls is one not to be trifled with — the rear peg dilemma.
Considering potential consequences, it is best to heed the powers that be.
When someone you know is riding pillion, the pegs are down — no
problem. But when that back seat perch is unoccupied, those pegs better be
up. If not, it is a ready invitation to someone you may not want there.
Who could that be? That’s the problem. You never know . . .
A remote possibility is that aforementioned road gremlin, along
for the ride and awaiting opportunity to cause grievous harm and endless
mayhem. But you’re safe as long as that little anti-gremlin bell is tinkling.
So, we can dispense with gremlins. It’s not so easy with your guardian angel
or the devil. Each is as invisible as the gremlin, and you’ll never know which
of them is hanging on behind you. Angels are nice. Devils no so much. How
will you tell the difference? On second thought, it’s not that difficult — after
the fact, that is. If you slide on wet oil and just miss the Armco when you
crash, your guardian angel was riding with you and had your interests at
heart. But if you end up being shredded under an eighteen-wheeler when
you go down, that was no angel riding pillion. With this kind of uncertainty,
why take the chance? Put those rear pegs up. (Al Karasa)
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- LETTER FROM THE EDITOR -

The Winds Of Our Travels
During these year ending and year beginning holidays we as a society celebrate for a wide
range of traditional reasons, including those of a soulful nature. As a motorcycling society we
celebrate the few chances we are graced with to perhaps sneak in a ride here and there. When we
can not take advantage of that, there will still somehow, someway remain a satisfactory spark helping
to keep the ember aglow in our minds and souls. Just like the time of year and these holidays, our
passion for motorcycling resides in our soul and is kept aglow by the ember in days such as these.
Sparks of possibilities feed the ember. When the weather warms and the roads clear the
smouldering ember is fanned into a flame as we celebrate our renewed passion in the winds of
our travels; it flows over our handlebars and windshields and fairings, pressing tighter against us as
the speeds increase until finally, at last, the winds of our travels claws and tears and rends the last
vestiges of winter’s cold uncaring grip away and the flames of our passions are reignited within our
minds and souls! Smiling into the wind we ride on, satisfied yet unable and unwilling to stop.
It seems motorcycling as an industry has either let thier embers go out or has not been getting
them reignited for quite some time. A veritable plethora of new models in a confusing array of sizes
and catagories has been offered, tried and rejected by the motorcycling marketplace. The overall
lackluster sales are easily distilled into but a few catagories erily reminiscent of earlier times. “Harley”
and “chopperesque” styles still sell. Adventure bikes are and have been hot topics. Touring rigs are
doing what they do, appealing to those so inclined and selling steadily, Like Lincolns or Cadillacs. They
have a definate market. Pure dirt bikes are still hot topics too. Ordinary sitting upright, two passenger
bikes similar to those of the 50’s,60’s and 70’s and even yes, the 80’s are gaining interest.
Each of the catagories I mentioned share one particular visual cue. They look like motorcycles. Indian
Larry said something like “They’ve lost their motorcycleness” when asked about the new models.
That was sometime before his death in 2004, motorcycles were beginning to look like Transformer
Robots and he spotted the problem back then. Looking back, so did the entire motorcycling public.
It seems buyers are appreciative of technology but can not visually connect with it. It’s Borg or it’s
Seven of Nine. Oh, we rode the bejesuss out of the weird looking pocket rockets and their life altering
capabilities. Technology delivered fresh horsepower, astounding brakes and suspension and handling,
effortless speeds and acceleration and we let it flow through the seats and over the handlebars and
feed our flames. We were consumed by it for a time. And thank goodness for that! But now, in the
winds of our travels we seem to be desiring more Seven of Nine (tech included thank you very much)
and less Borg. Yamaha’s “New XS650” as it was touted is a good example. The internet was buzzing
for a couple years at the prospect. Imagine a new XS650, sans vibration, claptrap charging system,
fuel toilet carburetion and pogo stick suspension. Strictly traditional looks, tech suspension, chassis,
brakes and fuel injection. That is what we asked for. Seven of Nine. But no. Yamaha sent us a Borg.
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